Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd.

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking to Focus Corporate Lending into Four Core Outlets

Tokyo, August 29, 2007---The three companies, Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc. (MUFG), Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation (MUTB) and The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (BTMU), which have been proceeding with preparations for the rationalization of MUTB’s corporate business outlets (those conducting lending business, etc.) into four core outlets: Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka and Kyushu (the “four core outlets”), announced today that the rationalization is scheduled to be completed in early December 2007.

As part of the rationalization, on November 12, 2007 the other corporate business outlets of MUTB in Sapporo, Sendai, Kanagawa, Nagano, Shizuoka, Kyoto, Kobe, Hiroshima and Takamatsu (the “nine outlets”) will be transferred* to BTMU by means of a company split.

*Subject to approval by the relevant authorities.

1. Objective

Through this rationalization, we intend to improve the business efficiency of MUFG as a whole, and aim to maximize customer satisfaction and group profits by actively allocating business resources to the trust business field (real estate, stock transfer agency services, trust assets business, etc.) and providing more advanced trust business functions to MUFG’s large number of corporate customers.

2. Details of the company split

(1) Method

Implementation of an absorption-type company split with MUTB as the split and absorbed company and BTMU as the succeeding company.

Along with the corporate split BTMU will issue new shares, as described below, and these will be allocated to MUTB.

Name & type of shares: Preferred Stock First Series of Class 6 (Non-voting preference shares)

Number of new shares to be issued: 1,000,000 shares

(2) Outline of rights and obligations being separated and succeeded to

Target business: Part of the lending business with corporate customers handled at the nine outlets of MUTB

Target assets and liabilities: Loan claims, call loan obligations, etc. belonging to the target business

Target contract: Contract in respect of the target business

*  *  *